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1.0 SCOPE

The Intel ISA bus is a parallel bus derived from the IBM PC/AT
memory and I/O bus. This document supplies the electrical and
mechanical specifications for the Intel ISA bus as implemented at
the connectors of ISA compatible platform products supplied by the
Intel OEM Platforms organization. This document also describes the
bus interface, connector pin-out, and electrical interface to
standard IBM PC/AT 1 cards.

The main focus is to provide application information for our
customers to successfully design add-on cards for Intel ISA-based
platforms. The task of assembling this specification is difficult
in that thousands of add-on cards have been designed without the
benefit of a document of this nature. The details in this document
represent the accumulation of timings, platform architecture, and
good design practices developed during the design of a variety of
Intel board products. There is no guarantee that an add-on card
compliant to this document will work in any or all Intel or non-
Intel ISA platform products. Newly developed add-on cards must be
validated with a variety of actual ISA-based platforms.

Any questions, comments, or clarifications would be appreciated and
can be addressed to:

Intel, OEM Platforms Operation
Technical Marketing, HF1-60
5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway
Hillsboro, Oregon 97124

2.0 NATURE OF THIS SPECIFICATION

This specification applies to all Intel ISA bus platforms. It
specifically contains application information to aid in the design
of add-on cards. Any differences between this specification and
the ISA bus implementation of a specific Intel baseboard must be
reviewed in the hardware reference manual of the product.

Three unique headings are used to draw attention to important
information. These headings are:

NOTE Special information worthy of
consideration.

CAUTION Information that can cause fatal
system operation if not properly

^C/AT, PC/XT, and IBM are trademarks of International
Business Machines Corporation.
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considered.

ADD-ON CARD Useful information to consider
DESIGN FOCUS when designing an add-on card.

3 . CONVENTIONS

Throughout this specification, an asterisk (*) following a signal
name indicates that the signal is in its logically true state when
its voltage level is in the low state. A signal name that is not
followed by an asterisk indicates that the signal is in its
logically true state when its voltage level is in the high state.

To avoid confusion when referring to the logical state of signals,
the terms "enabled" and "disabled" are used throughout this
document. A signal is said to be enabled when it is logically
true, and it is said to be disabled when it is logically false.

Many signals on the Intel ISA bus are more easily or conveniently
discussed as a group, since there are many signals with identical
functionality. Names for signals within these groups follow a
decimal radix numbering convention, as follows.

(1) When discussed as an individual signal, the decimal number is
simply appended to the signal name, e.g., A15.

(2) A disjoint set of signal lines with the same signal group may
be collectively referenced by listing the group name and
appending the decimal numbers within . brackets, e.g.,
A<15,1?,C0>.

(3) A range of consecutive signals within the same group may be
referenced by listing the group name and appending the
beginning and ending signals, separated by double periods,
e.g., A<15..08>. Ranges of signals include the beginning and
ending signals in the range.

(4) Consecutive and disjoint signals within the same group are
referenced by using a combination of both methods (2) and (3),
e.g., A<15,07. .00>.

(5) A signal group name with nothing appended to it refers to the
entire signal group, e.g., A is equivalent to A<15..00>.

A set of brackets "
[

] " are used to indicate the connector size.
[8] is an 8-bit resource and [8/16] supports an 8- or 16-bit
resource.

Signal lines and groups of signal lines on the Intel ISA bus are
always shown in bold capital letters, as in the case of the
individual signal "MEMREF*".
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The use of the word "bit" always refers to singular or plural todata bits unless the adjective "address" precedes it.

A

.

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The Intel ISA bus is part of a the Intel ISA compatible platform
architecture. The resources of this architecture that interact
with the ISA bus are the Primary CPU, DMA Controller, Interrupt
Controller, Refresh Controller, Memory, Byte Swapper, add-on cards,
RTC/Timer-counter, and I/O resources (See Figure 4.0). The Primary
CPU, DMA Controller, Refresh Controller and add-on cards are the
only resources that can become bus owners and are defined as
follows

:

Primary CPU

DMA Controller

Add-on Cards

A CPU that resides on the ISA
compatible platform and is the
default bus owner. The DMA and
Refresh Controllers disable this
resource to obtain bus ownership.
The Primary CPU also responds to
in tipmint- rpmieel-c via •»-Ho T«+-,-»i->->i«-<+.

Controller.

This resource is connected to the
DMA request and acknowledge lines.
An active DMA request will enable
this resource to become the bus owner
and transfer data between memory and
I/O resources on the platform.

A resource that is attached to the
platform via the ISA bus connectors.
Add-on cards can become bus owners,
memory or I/O access resources, or
participate in memory or I/O DMA
transfers.

Refresh Controller The Refresh Controller becomes bus
owner and generates an address and
read pulse to refresh DRAM resources
on the platform or add-on card.

0tl
?
er

,
resources cannot become bus owners but are essential inmaintaining IBM/AT compatibility. These resources are defined as

follows: (See Figure 4.0)

RTC / Timer-counter This resource consists of the real
time clock (RTC) for the date and
time, and ?.n Intel 8254A. One of the
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Backplane

Platform
Memory

timer-counters is used to generate
a pulse every 15 usee, to trigger the
Refresh Controller to do a refresh
cycle.

The portion of the platform that
interconnects the connectors with
other platform resources.

Some or all of the random access
memory devices (RAM) are on the
platform proper (Platform Memory)

.

Other RAM resources may reside on the
add-on cards.

Platform
I/O

Some or all of the I/O resources
(like serial and parallel ports) can
reside on the platform. The
remainder of the I/O resources can
reside on the add-on cards.

Interrupt Controller This resource is connected to the
interrupt request lines of the bus
and requests service from the Primary
CPU. The Interrupt Controller is the
Intel 8259A.

Data Swapper This resource allows 8- and 16-bit
resources to interact.
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Primary
CPU

Interrupt
Controller

DMA
Controller

Refresh
Controller

Platform
Memory

2 3

Add-on Card Slots
n n+1

PC/XT
8-BIT

Backplane

PC/AT
16-BIT
EXTEN

.

Figure 4.0 PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

The Intel ISA bus is the combination of the aforementioned
backplane and connectors that interconnect add-on card slots and
platform resources. The add-on card slots can support either 8-
or 16-bit add-on cards. The [8] slot contains a single connector;
the [8/16] has one additional connector. The single connector slot
can support only eight data bits. The double connector slot can
support either 8 or 16 data bits. The total number of slots is
limited to load and transmission line issues, however most
implementations have eight slots due to the available DMA channels
and interrupt lines.

5.0 BUS OWNER ATTRIBUTES AND DESIGN

5.1 PRIMARY CPU

The Primary CPU is the default bus owner. The Refresh and DMA
Controllers (and the add-on cards by subletting from the DMA
Controller) become bus owners only after disabling it. The
disabling of the Primary CPU is accomplished by a handshake of its
hold request and hold acknowledge lines by the DMA or Refresh
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Table 5.1 outlines which signal line resources are driving or
receiving when the Primary CPU is bus owner. It also specifies the
type of driver.

LINE DRIVERS & RECEIVERS DRIVER
PRI ADD DMA REP MEM I/O TYPE

AEN — R D — — R TTL
BUSALE D R - - R R TTL
DACK#* - R D - - R TTL
DRQ# (1) - D R - - D TTL
IOCHCK* R D - - D D OC
IOCHRDY R D - - D D oc
IOCS16* R D - - - OC
IORC* D R - - - R TRI
Iowe* D R - - - R TRI
IRQ# (2) R D - - - D TTL
LA# D R ... - R — TRI
SECMAST* - - •- - - — OC
MCS16* R D - - D - OC
MRDC* D R - - R - TRI
MWTC* D R - - R - TRI
840SC D R - - - - TTL
MEMREF* OC
RSTDE ( 3

)

D R R - - R TTL
A# D R - - R R TRI
SBHE#(4) D R - - R R TRI
D# D/R D/R - - D/R tyr. TRI
MEMR* (5) R — — R — TRI
MEMW* (5) R - - R - TRI
SYSCLK D R R - R - TRI
TC TTL
SRDY* R D — — D — OC

Table 5 .1 PRIMARY CPU IB BD S OWNER

NOTE: Primary CPU = PRI, Add-on card = ADD, DMA Controller = DMA,
Refresh Controller = REF, Platform memory = MEM,
Platform I/O = I/O, TTL = "ALS" or "LS" , Open collector = OC,
and Tristatable drivers/receivers = TRI.

"-" indicates that the respective signal line is not enabled
or sensed by the resource.

"X" indicates a "don't care" condition. A resource can
enable the signal, but it will be ignored by other resources.

(1) DRQ# can be driven but will not be acted upon until the DMA
Controller is bus owner.
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(2) Received by the Primary CPU via the Interrupt Controller and
acted upon at the discretion of the Primary CPU when it is bus
owner.

(3) This signal must be sensed at all times and immediately acted
upon if enabled.

(4) Always received by the byte swapper hardware.
(5) Driven by platform resources, the address is in the first 1MB

of the address and either MRDC* or MWTC* signal lines.

5.2 DMA CONTROLLER

The DMA lines of the connector are directly attached to the Intel
8237A DMA Controller. When the DMA request lines are driven by aresource, the DMA Controller obtains bus ownership by handshaking
the hold request and hold acknowledge lines of the Primary CPU.
Once bus ownership is granted, the associated DMA acknowledge line
is driven and the DMA transfer cycle begins. When the DMA
acknowledge line is attached to an add-on card, the DMA transfer
cycles will not begin if the SECMAST* line is enabled by the add-
on card (See Section 5.4 for more information).

The I/O resources involved in a DMA transfer must match in data
size of the DMA channel. DMA channels 0-3 only support 8-bit I/O
resources; all data i.ust be transferred as data bits on the data
--,,__ „,„,.. ww. t>^ i_c ijwappxny ndiuwdre on tne piatrorm will use
A0 and SBHE* to port the high byte for 16-bit memory to the lowbyte of the 8-bit I/O resource when needed. DMA channels 5-7 only
support 16-bit I/O resources; all data must be transferred as 16data bits on data lines D<15..00>. The memory involved with the
transfer must have a data size of 16 bits; the platform byteswapping hardware will not comportate for data size mismatch.

NOTE
An 8-bit memory resource can only be part of a DMA transfer with
an 8-bit I/O resource; the use of 3-bit memory resource with a 16-
bit I/O resource is not allowed.

CAUTION
The Refresh Controller cannot become bus owner when the DMA
Controller is bus owner. Thus, continuous bus ownership by the DMA
Controller for transfers longer than 15 usee, may cause data to be
lost in resources that have dynamic RAM and rely on ISA bus refresh
cycles.
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ADD-ON CARD DESIGN POCUS
DMA request and acknowledge lines are driven by the TTL drivers,
and are attached to all the slots. The add-on cards must allow the
selection of different DMA channels at the time of installation to
avoid conflict with already installed cards or platform resources.

The add-on cards can only be in the DMA memory or I/O modes when
interacting with the DMA Controller as a DMA resource. See Section
5.3.

Table 5.2 outlines which signal lines the platform resources are
driving receiving when the DMA Controller is bus owner. It also
specifies the type of driver.

LINE DRIVERS & RECEIVERS DRIVER
PRI ADD DMA REF MEM I/O TYPE

AEN — R D — — R TTL
BUSALE (6) R R R TTL
DACK#* - R D - R TTL
DRQ# (1) - D R - - D TTL
IOCHCK* R D D D OC
IOCHRDY - D R D D OC
IOCS16* - X X - X OC
IORC* - R D - R TRI
IOWC* - R D - R TRI
IRQJ(2) R D - D TTL
LA# - R D R - TRI
SECMAST* OC
MCS16* - X X X - OC
MRDC* - R D — R - TRI
MWTC* - R D R - TRI
8 40SC D R - - TTL
MEMREF* OC
RSTDE ( 3

)

D R R - R TTL
A# - R D R R TRI
SBHE#(4) - R D R - TRI
D# - D/R - - D/R D/R TRI
MEMR* (5) R R - TRI
MEMW* (5) R R - TRI
SYSCLK D R R R - TRI
TC - R D - R TTL
SRDY* OC

Tab le 5.2 DMA CONTROLLER IS BUS OWNER
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NOTE: Primary CPU = PRI, Add-on card = ADD, DMA Controller = DMA,
Refresh Controller - REF, Platform memory = MEM,
Platform I/O = I/O, TTL = "ALS" or "LS", Open collector = OC,
and Tristatable drivers/receivers = TRI.

"-" indicates that the respective signal line is not enabled
or sensed by the resource.

"X" indicates a "don't care" condition. A resource can
enable the signal, but it will be ignored by other resources.

(1) DRQfr can be driven but will not be acted upon until the DMA
Controller is bus owner.

(2) Received by the Primary CPU via the Interrupt Controller and
acted upon at the discretion of the Primary CPU when it is bus
owner.

(3) This signal must be sensed at all times and immediately acted
upon if enabled.

(4) Always received by the byte swapper hardware.
(5) Driven by platform resources, the address is in the first 1MB

of the address and either MRDC* or MWTC* signal lines.
(6) Driven to the enabled level by platform hardware for the entire

cycle.

5.3 ADD-ON CARDS

Add-on cards can operate in five different modes: bus owner, DMA
memory or I/O, access memory or I/O resource, refresh, or reset.
Add-on cards can support any combination of the first four modes,
but all zJd-on cards must comply with the reset mode.

BUS OWNER MODE

Only add-on cards of 16-bit data size plugged into an [8/16] slot
can become a bus owner. The add-on card becomes bus owner by
driving a DRQ* and the SECMAST* line once the associated DACK line
is driven by the DMA Controller. The add-on cards can begin ISA
bus access cycles as 8- or 16-bit. The completion of the cycle as
16-bits is also dependent on the state of MCS16* and I0CS16* as
driven by accessed resources.

The cycles executed by the add-on card are all access cycles. The
add-on card cannot execute DMA transfer cycles because all of the
DMA control lines are attached to the platform DMA Controller and
can't be shared by DMA Controllers if one resides on the add-on
card. When an add-on card is bus owner, the DMA Controller
disables the AEN line when it sublets bus ownership. Disabling the
AEN line allows I/O resources to decode the address lines and be
accessed by the add-on card. With AEN disabled, no DMA transfers
can occur. (See AEN description in Section 7.1.) Also, DMA
transfer cycles cannot be executed because the DMA Controller has
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the channel that granted bus ownership active; the other DMA
channels can't be activated until the channel involved with add-on
card bus ownership is no longer active.

NOTE
Software supplied with the add-on card must instruct the Primary
CPU to program a specific DMA channel in the cascade mode. The DMA
channel must be programmed into the cascade mode in order for the
associated add-on card to become bus owner.

NOTE
If the add-on card begins an access as 16-bit in size, and MCS16*
or I0CS16* is not enabled, then the cycle is completed as 8-bits.
The platform byte swapper will port the 8-bit byte between
D<15..08> and D<07..00> as determined by SBHE* and AO

.

If the add-on card begins an access as 8-bit in size, then the
platform must support the appropriate byte swapping. Traditionally
not all platforms have supported 8-bit add-on cards as bus owners.
Please refer to the technical reference manual for the platform.

See Section 6.4 for more information.

CAUTION
The add-on card that becomes bus owner must drive the MEMREF* line
every 15 usee, to request the Refresh Controller to execute a
refresh cycle. The Refresh Controller actually executes the cycle
by driving the address lines, command lines, and monitoring the
IOCHRDY line, but the add-on card drives the MEMREF* line and
retains bus ownership.
a "s auu-on card must be responsible for requesting the refresh
cycle because the Refresh Controller can't become bus owner if the
DMA Controller is the bus owner. Recall that the add-on card
becomes bus owner by subletting from the DMA Controller which is
active and indirectly bus owner.
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Table 5.3 outlines which signal lines the platform resources are
driving receiving a signal when the add-on card is bus owner. It
also specifies the type of driver.

NOTE:

LINE

AEN
BUSALE
DACK#*
DRQ# (1)
IOCHCK*
IOCHRDY
I0CS16*
IORC*
Iowe*
IRQJ (2)
LA#
SECMAST*
MCS16*
MRDC*
MWTC*
840SC
MEMREF*
RSTDE(3)
SA#
SBHE#(4)
SD#
MEMR*
MEMW*
SYSCLK
TC
SRDY*

DRIVERS & RECEIVERS
PRI ADDX ADD DMA REF MEM I/O

(6) -

R

R
D
D
R
R
D
D
D
D
D
R
D

D R
D
D

- D/R
(5) -

(5) -

D R

R
R
R

D
D
D
R
R
D
R

D
R

D
D

R

R
R
R
D/R
R
R
R

D
D

R
R
R
D
D
D
D
R
R
D

D
R

R
R R

D/R D/R
R
R
R R

DRIVER
TYPE

TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL
OC
OC
OC
TRI
TRI
TTL
TRI
OC
OC
TRI
TRI
TTL
OC
TTL
TRI
TRI
TRI
TRI
TRI
TRI
TTL
OC

Table 5.3 ADD-ON CARD ACCESS PLATFORM OR ADD-ON CARD
MEMORY OR I/O

ADD-ON CARD (ADDX) IS BUS OWNER

Primary CPU = PRI, Add-on card = ADD, DMA Controller = DMA
Refresh Controller = REF, Platform memory = MEM,

'

Platform I/O = I/O, TTL = "ALS" or "LS",
Open collector = OC, and Tristatable drivers/receivers =
TRI.

"-" indicates that the respective signal line is
enabled or sensed by the resource.

not

"X" indicates a "don't care" condition. A resource can
enable the signal but it will be ignored by other
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resources.

(1) DRQ# can be driven but will not be acted upon until the DMA
Controller is bus owner.

(2) Received by the Primary CPU via the Interrupt Controller and
acted upon at the discretion of the Primary CPU when it is bus
owner.

(3) This signal must be sensed at all times and immediately acted
upon if enabled.

(4) Always received by the byte swapper hardware.
(5) Driven by platform resources, the address is in the first 1MB

of the address and either MRDC* or MWTC* signal lines.
(6) Driven to the enabled level by platform hardware for the entire

cycle.

DMA MEMORY OR I/O MODES

The add-on card can only be in the DMA modes when the DMA
Controller is bus owner. The DMA memory mode allows data to
transfer between other I/O resources and the add-on card's memory.
The DMA I/O mode allows data to transfer between memory and add-on
card's I/O by handshaking the DMA request and DMA acknowledge
lines. The add-on card that responds as an 8-bit or 16-bit I/O
resource must use the 8- and 16-bit DMA channels, respectively.
An add-on card can support both memory and I/O. modes at once, which
would transfer data between add-on card memory and I/O.

The condition of the add-on card signal lines when the DMA
Controller is bus owner is outlined in Table 5.2.
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CAUTION
There are special considerations when the DMA Controller is
executing a transfer cycle between an 8-bit I/O resource and a 16-
bit add-on card memory resource. First, the add-on card knows that
the transfer is with an 8-bit I/O resource because of SBHE* and AO

.

Second, when memory is being written, the platform byte swapper
hardware will place the byte either on D<15..08> or D<07..00>; the
add-on card must monitor SBHE* and AO to determine which data lines
contain the correct byte. Third, when memory is being read, the
platform byte swapper will port the byte from D<15..08> to
D<07..00> when appropriate. The add-on card must monitor SBHE* and
AO to determine when it must tristate D<07..00> to prevent buffer
fights.

The add-on card can be a 16-bit memory resource in a DMA transfer
for I/O resources of either 8- or 16-bit data size. The add-on
card can be an 8-bit memory resource in a DMA transfer only if the
I/O resource is 8-bits.

Another consideration is a DMA transfer cycle that writes a memory
resource when an add-on card is the 8-bit I/O resource of the
transfer. If the add-on card is installed in an [8/16] slot, then
it must tristate the D<15..GS> lines. These lines must be
tristated to prevent buffer fights with the platform byte swapper
when it is porting the low byte to the high byte during the
transfer cycle.

See Section 6.4 for further information.

CAUTION
When the DMA Controller is bus owner it ignores the SRDY* signal;
thus the add-on card cannot implement fast RAM DMA transfers.

ACCESS MEMORY OR I/O MODE

The add-on card can appear simply as a memory or I/O resource when
the Primary CPU or another add-on card is bus owner.
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CAUTION
There are special considerations when an add-on card resides in an
[8/16] slot and responds as an 8-bit memory or I/O resource during
an access cycle. When the add-on card resource is being read, the
platform byte swapper hardware will place the byte either on
D<15..08> or D<07..00> to support the 16-bit data size of the bus
owner. The add-on card must tristate D<15..08> because these lines
will be driven by the platform byte swapper hardware.

See Section 6.4 for further information.

CAUTION
When some add-on cards are bus owners they ignore the IOCHRDY or
SRDY* signals and run a default 8-bit or 16-bit memory cycle. Any
add-on card that returns IOCHRDY or SRDY* signals to an add-on card
as it does with a Primary CPU must determine if the accessing add-
on card can support these lines.

Tables 5.1 and 5.3 outline which signal lines the platform
resources are driving or receiving when an add-on card is in the
access memory or I/O mode and the Primary CPU or another add-on
card (noted as ADDX) are bus owners, respectively. It also
specifies the type of driver.

RESET MODE

The add-on card enters the reset mode whenever the RSTDEV is
enabled, independent of what other mode it is in. All of the add-
on card bus tristatable signals must be tristated and all open
collector signals must be disabled within 500ns of RSTDEV being
enabled. The board must complete its initialization within one
millisecond of the RSTDEV being enabled and be ready for normal bus
operations. Normal bus operations commence immediately when the
RSTDEV signal line is disabled.

5.4 REFRESH CONTROLLER

The Refresh Controller executes a read cycle at a specific address
to refresh the platform or add-on cards' DRAM. Every 15 usee, the
Refresh Controller tries to obtain bus ownership in order to run
a refresh cycle. If the present bus owner is the Primary CPU, then
bus ownership is transferred to the Refresh Controller. If the
present bus owner is an add-on card, then the Refresh Controller
will execute a refresh cycle only when the add-on card enables the
MEMREF* line. If the DMA Controller is the bus owner, then no
refresh cycles can be executed until the DMA Controller
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relinquishes bus ownership.

When a refresh cycle is executed, the Refresh Controller drives
address line A<07..00> with one of the possible 256 refresh
addresses. The other address lines are undefined and should be
tristated by resources that can drive them. The . cycle is
essentially a normal or ready type access cycle with both MEMR* and
MRDC* enabled.

CAUTION
The refresh cycle must be executed every 15 microseconds to ensure
that all DRAM addresses are accessed every 4 milliseconds. If this
does not occur, DRAM data may be lost.
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Tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 outline which signal lines the platform
resources are driving and receiving a signal for a refresh cycle
when the Refresh Controller and add-on card are bus owners,
respectively. It also specifies the type of driver.

LINE DRIVERS & RECEIVERS DRIVER
PRI ADD DMA REF MEM I/O TYPE

AEN — X X X TTL
BUSALE (6) R R R TTL
DACK#* R D R TTL
DRQ#- (1) - D R D TTL
IOCHCK* R D D D OC
IOCHRDY - D R D D OC
I0CS16* X X X XXX OC
IORC* TRI
Iowe* TRI
IRQ# (2) R D D TTL
LA# TRI
SECMAST* OC
MCS16* X X X XXX OC
MRDC* - R D R TRI
MWTC* TRI
840SC D R _ _ TTL
MEMREF* - R D R OC
RSTDE(3) D R R R TTL
A
<07. -°0> - R D R R TRI
<19. .08> TRI
SBHE#(4) TRI
D# TRI
MEMR* (5) R R TRI
MEMV* TRI

T-* T1 Tt mriT
siD»_ijrv u K 1\ J\ ±t\±

TC TTL
SRDY* OC

Table 5.4.1 REFRESH CONTROLLER I S BUS OWNER

NOTE: Primary CPU = PRI, Add-on card = ADD, DMA Controller = DMA,
Refresh Controller = REF, Platform memory = MEM, Platform
I/O = I/O, TTL = "ALS" or "LS" , Open collector = OC, and
Tristatable drivers/receivers = TRI.

"-" indicates that the respective signal line is not
enabled or sensed by the resource.

"X" indicates a "don't care" condition. A resource can
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enable . the signal but it will be ignored by other
resources.

(1) DRQ# can be driven but will not be acted upon until the DMA
Controller is bus owner.

(2) Received by the Primary CPU via the Interrupt Controller and
acted upon at the discretion of the Primary CPU when it is bus
owner.

(3) This signal must be sensed at all times and immediately acted
upon if enabled.

(4) Always received by the byte swapper hardware.
(5) Driven by platform resources, the address is in the first 1MB

of the address and either MRDC* or MWTC* signal lines.
(6) Driven to the enabled level by platform hardware for the entire

cycle.

LINE DRIVERS & RECEIVERS DRIVER
PRI ADD DMA REF MEM I/O TYPE

AEN — X X — — X TTL
BUSALE (6) R - - R R TTL
DACK#* - R D - - R TTL
DRQ# (1) - D R - - D TTL
iUCHtK* K D - - D D OC
IOCHRDY - D - R D D OC
I0CS16* X X X X X X OC
IORC* TRI
Iowe* TRI
IRQ#(2) R D - - - D TTL
LA# TRI
SECMAST* - D R - - - OC
MCS16* X X X X X X OC
MRDC* - R - D R - TRI
MWTC* TRI
840SC D R - - - - TTL
MEMREF* - (7) - R R - OC
RSTDE(3) D R R - - R TTL
A# TRI
<07. .00> - R - D R R TRI
<19. .08> TRI
SBHE#(4) TRI
D# TRI
MEMR* (5) R - - R - TRI
MEMW* TRI
SYSCLK D R R - R - TRI
TC TTL
SRDY* OC

Table 5.4.2 ADD-ON CARD IS BUS OWNER
& HAS ENABLED MEMREF*
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NOTE: Primary CPU = PRI, Add-on card = ADD, DMA Controller = DMA,
Refresh Controller = REF, Platform memory = MEM, Platform
I/O = I/O, TTL = "ALS" or MLS", Open collector = OC, and
Tristatable drivers/receivers = TRI.

"-" indicates that the respective signal line is not
enabled or sensed by the resource.

"X" indicates a "don't care" condition. A resource can
enable the signal but it will be ignored by other
resources.

(1) DRQ# can -be driven but will not be acted upon until the DMA
Controller is bus owner.

(2) Received by the Primary CPU via the Interrupt Controller and
acted upon at the discretion of the Primary CPU when it is bus
owner.

(3) This signal must be sensed at all times and immediately acted
upon if enabled.

(4) Always received by the byte swapper hardware.
(5) Driven by platform resources, the address is in the first 1MB

of the address and either MRDC* or MWTC* signal lines.
(6) Driven to the enabled level by platform hardware for the entire

cycle.
(7) Enabled by the add-on card that is bus owner.

6.0 NON-BUS OWNER ATTRIBUTES

The Intel ISA bus has several unique attributes that are
independent of bus ownership.

6.1 MEMORY ADDRESS SPACE

Tho maximum memor" a^^^ess sn3cs su^^orted bu ISA bus is 16MR it a

address lines) , but not all add-on card slots can support the full
address space. When a bus owner accesses platform or add-on card
slot memory, it must enable MRDC* or MWTC*; the platform hardware
in turn enables the MEMR* or MEMW* lines if the access is in the
first 1MB. Only the MEMR*, MEKW*, D<07..00>, and A<19 . .00> lines
are attached to an [8] slot; thus [8] slot resources can only have
an 8-bit data size and reside in the first 1MB of the memory
address space. [8/16] add-on card slots receive all command,
address, and data lines; thus these resources can respond as either
8- or 16-bit data resources anywhere in the memory address space.
The access will be completed as a 16-bit cycle if MCS16* is
enabled.
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NOTE
The ability of the platform or add-on card memory to respond as a
16-bit memory resource requires that MCS16* is enabled. MCS16* is
based on decoding LA<23..17>; thus the data size of each 128KB
block on 128KB address boundaries must be entirely 8- or 16-bits.
Different portions of each 128KB block cannot be of a different
data size, as this would require decoding of the other address
lines to generate MCS16*.

CAUTION
The DRAM along with other bus resources require a refresh cycle.
If the refresh operation is not executed every 15 usee, then a
loss of data may occur.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The memory resource on the platform are of two types dynamic random
access memory (DRAM) and EPROM space. The DRAM is either 16 or 32
data bits in size, depending the data size of the Primary CPU; but
always appears as a 16-bit data resource to the add-on card. The
EPROM contains the BIOS and is always 16-bits.

Refer to the Technical Reference Manual of an Intel ISA-based
platform for information on memory mapping. A thorough study of
memory usage is advised before attempting an add-on card design.

6.2 I/O ADDRESS SPACE

The maximum I/O address space supported by the ISA bus is 64KB (16
address lines). All of the slots support 16 address lines. The
first 256 bytes are reserved for the platform resource registers
of Interrupt and DMA Controllers, timer/counter, RTC, and other
elements for AT compatibility. The rest of the I/O address space
accesses resources on the ISA bus. Refer to the Technical
Reference Manual of an Intel ISA-based platform for information on
I/O address space mapping.
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ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
Even though 16 address lines are available, traditionally only the
first ten address lines have been decoded by the add-on cards for
an I/O access. This causes the 1KB block referenced to each and
every 1KB address boundary to be a repeat of the first 1KB block.
Thus, the first 256 bytes that access XT/AT compatible platform
resources is repeated at the beginning of each and every 1KB
address boundary. Add-on card resources must not use this portion
of the 1KB blocks.

If all of the add-on cards attached to the platform and the
platform itself decode all 16 address lines, then the first 1KB
block is not repeated throughout .the address space. The XT/AT
compatible resources only reside in the first 256 bytes cf the
first 1KB.

6.3 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE

The interrupt lines of the connectors are directly connected to the
Intel 8259A Interrupt Controller. The Interrupt Controller will
react to the interrupt on a transition of low to high. There are
no interrupt acknowledge lines on the ISA bus. The resource must
use a memory or I/O access by the bus owner for an acknowledgement
of the interrupt.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The interrupt control lines are attached to all of the slots and
are edge triggered. The add-on cards must allow the selection of
the interrupt line at the time of installation to avoid conflict
with already installed cards or platform resources.

6.4 DATA SWAPPING

A PRIMARY CPU and an add-on card can execute either 8- or 16-bit
access cycles. A cycle will be completed as 8-bits unless MCS16*
or I0CS16* are enabled by the accessed resource. An 8-bit cycle
is always completed as 8-bits independent of the size of the
accessed resource. In either case, the platform must have the
appropriate byte swapping hardware.

The byte swapper hardware resides on the platform. It adjusts for
data size mismatch between resources. The mismatch can occur
during access cycles as documented in Figure 6.4.1 and Table 6.4.1.
The mismatch can also occur during DMA transfer cycles as
documented in Figure 6.4.2 and Table 6.4.2.
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BUS

OWNER

D<15. .8> HIGH BYTE

D<7. .0> LOW BYTE-

ACCESSED

RESOURCE

Figure 6.4.1 BYTE SWAPPER HARDWARE
FOR AN ACCESS CYCLE

MEMORY

RESOURCE

D<15. .8> HIGH BYT2

I/O

RESOURCE
BYTE SWAPPER

1

I)<7 . . 0> LOW BYTI]

Ficrure 6.4.2 BYTE SWAPPER HARDWARE
FOR DMA TRANSFERS

Table 6.4.1 summarizes the bytes swapped for access cycles. The
byte swapping hardware allows bus ownars of 16-bit data size to
access resources of 8-bit data size. The swapping activity between
the HIGH BYTES and the LOW BYTES is summarized in Tabl/2 6.4.1. H>L
denotes HIGH BYTE lines driven onto the LOW BYTE lines by the Byte
Swapper hardware; H<L denotes the opposite. HH denotes the HIGH
BYTE is sent between the bus owner and accessed resource without
swapping. The LL denotes that the LOW BYTE is sent between the bus
owner and accessed resource without swapping.
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BUS OWNER ACCESSED
RESOURCE

CYCLE COMPLETION

DATA SBHE*
SIZE(l)

A0 DATA XCS16*
SIZE

DATA
SIZE

PATH
RD WR

8 1

1
1

1

8 1

8 1

16
16

8
8

8
8

LL LL
H<L H>L
LL LL
HH HH

16 0- 8 1
16

8

16
LL LL

HH/LL HH/LL

Table 6.4.1 BYTES SWAPPED FOR AN ACCESS CYCLE
NOTE:
(1) The bus owner is actually 16-bits in size but can do an 8-bit

access.

Table 6.4.2 summarizes the bytes swapped for a DMA transfer cycle.
The byte swapping hardware allows memory resources of 16-bit data
size to interact with I/O resources of 8-bit data size. The
swapping activity between the HIGH BYTES and the LOW BYTES is
summarized in Table 6.4.2. H>L denotes HIGH BYTE lines driven onto
the LOW BYTE lines by the Byte Swapper hardware; H<L denotes the
opposite. HH denotes the HIGH BYTE is sent between the memory
resource and the I/O resource without swapping. The LL denotes
that the LOW BYTE is sent between the memory resource and the I/O
resource without swapping.

t /r\*/ ~ TYMTl1^1 i-t-x
MPMnDV

V- i. V~XJJ_<
/"•/•MurTiT T^m-r r\\r

RESOURCE RESOURCE

DATA SBHE* A0 DATA MCS16* DATA PATH
SIZE SIZE SIZE RD WR

8 1 8 1 8 LL LL
8 1 16 8 LL LL
8 X 1 8 1 8 LL LL
8 X 1 16 8 H>L H<L

16 8 1 ILLEGAL
16 16 16 HH/LL HH/LL

Table 6.4. 2 B"5fTES SWAPPED FOR J^ TRANSFEII CYCLE
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7.0 8IGNAL DESCRIPTIONS

This chapter lists and describes the seven signal groups that
comprise the Intel ISA bus. The function of each signal is
discussed in detail.

Each signal group has an [8] or [8/16] which denotes that this
particular signal is available on an 8-bit only slot or an 8/16-
bit slot, respectively.

7.1 SIGNAL GROUPS

The Intel ISA bus contains seven groups of signals: ADDRESS, DATA,
CYCLE CONTROL, CENTRAL CONTROL, INTERRUPT, DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS
(DMA) , and POWER. The input and output direction designations for
each signal are referenced tc the bus owner.

7.1.1 ADDRESS SIGNAL GROUP

The address signal group consists of signals driven by the bus
owner to specify data address.

A<19..00> [8][8/16]
Address signals are latched outputs driven by the bus owner. When
the access is to the memory address space they represent the least
significant 20 address bits and define a 1MB address space. When
the access is to the I/O address space A<15..0> they contain the
valid address and A<19..16> are undefined.

During refresh cycles A<07-.C> contain the valid address A<19..08>
are undefined and should be tristated by all resources that can
drive them.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The add-on card must be the bus owner to enable the MEMREF* line.
When the add-on card enables the MEMREF* line, the address lines
are driven by the Refresh Controller; they must be tri-stated by
the add-on card.

LA<23..17> [8/16]
Unlatched address signals are driven by the bus owner. When the
Primary CPU is bus owner, the LA lines are valid when BUSALE is
asserted, but are not valid for the complete cycle. When the DMA
Controller is bus owner, the LA lines must be valid prior to MRDC*
or MWTC* and remain valid the entire cycle. When the access is to
the memory address space they represent the seven most significant
address bits. When the access is to the I/O address space or
during refresh cycles these lines are driven to logical "0".
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Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4 summarize the byte swapping function.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
When the MEMREF* line is enabled by the add-on card, the data lines
must be tristated by the add-on card because no actual data is
transferred during a refresh cycle.

7.1.2 CYCLE CONTROL SIGNAL GROUP

This group of signals controls the duration and type of cycles.
The group consists of six command signals, two ready signals, and
three signals which specify the cycle size and type.

The command signals define the address space (memory or I/O) and
the data direction (read or write) . The ready signals modify the
command pulse widths to lengthen or shorten the default cycle
timings.

MRDC* [8/16]
MEMR* [8] [8/16]
The Memory Read command (MRDC*) is enabled by the bus owner to
request a memory resource to drive the data bus with the contents
of the memory location specified by LA<23..17>, A<19..00>. The
System Memory Read command (MEMR*) is identical in function to
MRDC*, except it is asserted only when the memory address is within
the first 1MB. The MEMR* signal is driven by the platform and is
derived from the MRDC* signal; thus it lags the MRDC* signal by
10ns or less.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
When the add-on card is bus owner it can only begin a bus cycle by
enabling MRDC*; MEMR* is enabled by the platform if the access is
in the first 1MB of the memory address space.
When the add-on card enables the MEMREF* line it must tri-state the
MRDC* line because this line will be enabled by the Refresh
Controller.

MWTC* [8/16]
MEMW* [8] [8/16]
The Memory Write command (MWTC*) is enabled when the bus owner is
driving the data bus with data memory address location specified
by LA<23..17> and A<19..00>. The System Memory Write (MEMW*) is
identical in function to MWTC*, except it is asserted only when the
memory address is witnin the first 1MB. The MEMW* signal is driven
by the platform and is derived from the MWTC* signal; thus it lags
the MWTC* signal by 10ns or less.
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MEMREF* [8] [8/16]
MEMREF* is enabled to indicate a DRAM refresh cycle. This siqnalis enabled by the Refresh Controller when it is bus owner.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
When an add-on card is bus owner it can enable this signal line torequest a refresh cycle. The cycle will be executed at that timeby the Refresh Controller even though it is not bus owner.

7.1.3 CENTRAL CONTROL SIGNAL GROUP

The central control group consists of special timing, control, anderror signals. The function of these signals is as follows.

SECMAST* [8/16]
This signal line can only be driven by the add-on card that hasbeen granted bus ownership.

CAUTION
If SECMAST* is enabled for longer than 15 microseconds, the add-oncard must initiate refresh cycles by enabling the MEMREF* line.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
SECMAST* is enabled by an add-on card to become bus owner af^-receiving the appropriate DACK#* from the DMA Controller. AfterSECMAST* is enabled, the add-on card must wait at least one SYSCLKperiod before driving the address and data group signals, and it
_"?^ Wait at least two SYSCLK periods before driving the cvcle
«-<->ui_xul group signals.

IOCHCK* [8] [8/16]
I/O Channel Check may be enabled by any resource to signal an errorcondition that cannot be corrected, such as a memory parity errorIt must be enabled for at least 15ns. If the DMA or RefreshController are the bus owner, then this signal will be latched byplatform hardware when enabled but not acted upon until the PrimarvCPU becomes bus owner. *

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
If the add-on card is the bus owner when this signal is enabled
then the error will be latched by platform hardware when enabledbut will not be acted upon until the Primary CPU becomes bus owner
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RSTDEV [8] [8/16]
Reset Device is asserted by the Primary CPU to initialize allagents on the Intel ISA bus after power-up or during a low-voltaqecondition. The minimum enable time to ensure for reset i* imillisecond. .

& -1-

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The add-on card must immediately enter and remain in the resetcondition when this signal is enabled. See Section 5.3 for"oreinformation about the reset condition.

SYSCLK [8] [8/16]

SST^SXi E.^l'S' Peri°d bUt «" "0t synchronous?*^^

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
When the add-on card is bus owner it can use this clock todetermine the length of a cycle. But in that this clock °,nn?Ssynchronized to srdy«, any clock can be used for on-card timing?
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7.1.4 INTERRUPT SIGNAL GROUP

The interrupt signal group consists of a set of signals that canboused by a resource to obtain interrupt service from the Primary

NOTE

Tlnt e
a
1

Ct
R
U
,%
1
QA^

ter
T7

Pt Signals
.

inPut to ™ Interrupt Controller
i^2 III* Ifc 1S accessifale by all bus owners via the I/Oaddress but for software compatibility only the Primary CPU shouldservice the Interrupt Controller. Y Uia
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IRQ<15, 14,12, 11,10> [8/16]
IRQ<09,07..03> [8]

£? tnlblinf a
m
n
ay
iHQ

e
uE"*S "*, ? platfora reso^« « add-on card

-,. . .
ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS

drivers Tlfus a^add*™^ tri
J*

e«d ""« and driven by TTL

I-sJ-S DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS STflrJRL GROUP

These signals support DMA transfer cycles and tran.fpr ^ *,,ownership to a platform resource or an add-on card
bUS

nw , . , NOTE
DMA channels <3..0> can cnlv sunno-r-t- n.Kif ^,4.^
cycles. DMA channels <n £! fuppor* 8 -bit data size transfer
transfer cycles

5 Can °nly suPPort 16-bit data size

DRQ<7..5,0> r8U8/161
DRQ<3,2,1> [8]

Controller

_„. .

.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS™^1

^?Z,*%2t

tV& *£™; „£«<» .««-<» card ™st
add-on oard at the tiae of ^t^tTon a^d trlVtateThe^L^

DACK<7. .5,0>* [8] [8/16]
DACK<3,2,1>* [8]

TC [8] [8/16]
Terminal Count is enabled by the DMA Cnn+m-n ~>- ,,u
DMA channel has reached its ter^af^u^YndtTtfn"! ST 2L,"j
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the DMA transfer.

7.1.6 POWER GROUP

The Intel ISA bus provides DC power at +5 volts, -5 volts +12V01
!k' o

1
!-!

0113
'
and ° volts

<Ground). All of the power line's areon the 8-bit connector except for a single +5 volts and a sinqleground line. These later lines are 16-bits extended connector?

The maximum amount of current for each voltage that an add-on cardslot can support is summarized in Table 7.1.6.

CAUTION
The amount of current allowed for each slot as listed in Table7.1.6 does not ensure that current will be available from theS
o
S^^^ 1

AT
+
-">,

COmpatib]
i

e/YStein ?OWer supP1y Provides enough powerto allow all the card slots to draw maximum current. Refer to theSystem Technical Reference Manual to determine available power foradd-on cards. *

VOLTAGi: [8] [8/16]

+5 3.0 AMPS 4.5 AMPS

+12 1.5 AMPS 1.5 AMPS

-5 1.5 AMPS 1.5 AMPS

-12 1.5 AMPS 1.5 AMPS

Table 7.1.6 MAXIMUM CURRENT

8.0 BUS CYCLES

ISA bus cycles are asynchronous that

lut n, I-
d
^
stinct bus cycles: Access, Transfer, Refresh, andBus Ownership. An Access cycle occurs when the Primary CPU or add-on card is reading or writing data with another resource. a

ff™ K
r
-
Cy°le occurs when the DMA Controller is bus owner and data

5v^b
;
tV
L
een^em°ry and I/0 resources

- The Refresh cycle is onlyexecuted by the Refresh Controller to refresh DRAM. The BusOwnership cycle is executed by add-on cards to obtain bus
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ownership.

The exact structure of a given cycle is dependent on the bus owner
and the resources involved in the cycle; the major distinction
between different types of cycles is the length. There are three
types of Access cycles: a minimum cycle called wait state, a
slightly longer cycle called Normal, and a Ready cycle. There are
two types of Refresh and Transfer cycles: a default type called
Normal, and a longer one called Ready.

Listed below are key features of the different cycles. Refer to
Section 9 for. more detailed timing diagrams.

8 . 1 ACCESS CYCLES . . . INTRODUCTION

The Primary C?U begins an Access cycle pulsing BUSALE to indicate
valid address on lines A<19..00> and for bus resources to latch
address lines LA<23..17>. The accessed resource responds by
enabling MCS16* or I0CS16* to establish a 16-bit cycle; if these
signals are not enabled, the cycle is completed as a default 8-bit
cycle. The Primary CPU also drives command lines MRDC*, MWTC*,
IORD*, and IOWR* to establish the address space and data direction.
If the access is in the first 1MB of the memory address space, the
platform hardware also enables MEMR* and MEMW* . The accessed
resource responds with SRDY* or IOCHRDY within a specific time to
indicate to the Primary CPU the type of access cycle.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The add-on -r^J as bus owner begins access cycles by driving the
address lines. The BUSALE is not pulsed by the add-on card; it is
enabled as a constant logical "1" by platform resources whenever
the Primary CPU is not the bus owner. Thus, both A<19..00> and
LA<23..17> must be valid prior to enabling the command lines and
remain valid the entire cycle. The add-on card must be able to
rtnmnl ot"«- +_ Vio rurl _. a c? o _ <-.-.- if_v.it.. _._ _.___ _i « .._. - .

IOCS16*. J

8.1.1 ACCESS CYCLE ... WRIT STATE TYPE

The wait state type of access cycle is the fastest possible that
can be executed. It can only be run when a Primary CPU or add-on
card accesses 16-bit memory resources. The bus owner drives theLA<23..17> address lines to select a specific 128KB block. If the
MCS16* is not enabled by the accessed resource, then the cycle must
be completed as 8-bits. The only cycle types allowed for 8-bit
are Normal and Ready; thus wait state can't be executed. If theMCS16* is enabled by the accessed resource, then the accessed
resource must enable the SRDY* signal within a specific time of the
bus owner enabling the MRDC* or MWTC* lines to execute the cycle
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as a wait state. If the SRDY* is not enabled, then the cycle is
completed as either a Normal or Ready type cycle.

The enabling of SRDY* signal line does not require IOCHRDY to be
enabled, in fact it is ignored by the bus owner.

NOTE
The SRDY* signal is only signal referenced to the system clock.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
The add-on card as bus owner executes the wait state type access
cycle in the same fashion as the Primary CPU. Please see the
CAUTION note in Section 7.1.2 on the SRDY* signal line description.

8.1.2 ACCESS CYCLE ... NORMAL TYPE

The Normal type access cycle can be run when a Primary CPU bus
owner accesses 8- or 16-bits data size memory or I/O resources.
The Primary CPU enables MRDC*, MWTC*, IORC*, and IOWC*. The
accessed resource in response enables the IOCHRDY line within a
specific time; otherwise the cycle becomes a Ready type access
cycle. The enabling of IOCHRDY forces the bus owner to complete
the cycle within in a fixed period of time. The fixed period of
time is a multiple of the SYSCLK period, even though it is not
synchronized to it.

The lcr.^Ln of time that MRDC*, MWTC*, IORC*, and IOWC* are enabled
controls the length of the Normal type cycle. The length of these
command lines are dependent on the data size and the address space
of the access.

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS
When the add-on card is bus owner it will execute the Normal type
access cycle in the same fashion as the Primary CPU.

8.1.3 ACCESS CYCLE ... READY TYPE

The Ready type access cycle type is executed by the Primary CPU.
The bus owner executes a Ready type access cycle if the IOCHRDY
signal is not enabled within a specific time of a command line
being enabled. The bus owner continues to enable the command line
until the IOCHRDY signal line is enabled by the accessed resource;
upon the enabling of IOCHRDY the bus owner disables the command
line to complete the cycle.

The amount that the command line is lengthened is a multiple of the
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bus clock, even though none of the functions are synchronized to

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN POCDSThe add-on cartas bus owner executes the ready type access cyclein the same fashion as the Primary CPU. Please see the SaSionnote ln Section 7.1.2 on the IOCHRDY signal line description
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SYSCLK

SRDY

MRDC

D <15..0>
READ

A <19..0>
SBHE*

BUSALE

LA <23..17s

MCS16*
f

MWTC*

D<15..0>
(WRITE)

WAIT STATE TYPr

USUre 8.1.1 16-BIT MEMORY READ^WRjtecYCLE
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SYSCLK

SRDY•
I MWMMMiwiiiiiiiii^^

IOCHRDY
NORMAL CYCLE

IOCHRDY
READY CYCLE

MRDC*

D<15..0>
(READ)

A<19..0>
(SBHE*)

BUSALE

LA <23..17>

MEMCS16* [

MWTC*

D<15..0>
(WRITE)

17

^ :-:::%v:;:->::>>:w:¥::A:ft

A— aotr —

mmMMMiiMmmmmmtimiiimmi^^mM

U

X

^

1

"'"';' ;v -2i

1

25-.
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<

W-22M

14

26

13-

3-
12

23 -

A~\

-13-

H HUT

\.

V

YSC1

NORMAL & READY TYPE

Figure 8.1.2 16-BIT MEMORY READ & WRITE CYCLE
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SYSCLK

IOCHRDY
NORMAL CYCLE

IOCHRDY
READY CYCLE

IORC

D<15..0>

(READ)

A<15..0>
SBHE*

IOCS16*

BUSALE

IOWC

D<15..0>
(WRITE)

q V?

HQRMAL_t_REApX_TYPE

Figure 8.1.3 i fi-p-rm T/n «„-_ ,
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SYSCLK

IOCHRDY
NORMAL CYCLE

IOCHRDY
READY CYCLE

MRDC

D<7..0>
(READ)

A<19..0>

INTEL ISA Bus Specification and Application Notes

IOCS16*
[

BUSALE

LA <23..17> \W0-

MCS16*

MWTC*

"•^#^|:fX, 1

D<7..0>
(WRITE) <

13-

11 I-

NORMAL | READY TYPE

Figure 8.1.4 8-BIT MEMORY READ & WRITE CYCLE

t
— 15
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SYSCLK

IOCHRDY |
NORMAL CYCLE

IOCHRDY
READY CYCLE

IORC*

D<7..0>
(READ)

A<15..0>..0> f
14 C- • I

IOCS16* |

BUSALE

IOWC*

D<7..0>
(WRITE)

•20-

/~\

\

<

-18-

1
•- 21-.

-10-

<

12

1S

16

19

r^

rx

w
NORMAL & READY TYPE

Figure 8.1.5 8-BIT I/O READ & WRITE CYCLE
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8-^2 REFRESH CYCLES ... IHTROnncTTnn

usec*
6^Viewed

11" be
°T,f

S bUS °Wner b* tw° »«thods. once 15
Concur Sr£, lecoL ^s S£r™^l3Lw^£*"h

SSS Stroll •S^Sof'JSSi"^ r^^S?i" Se

cohere*
iS "«* '»-—aTntTl-^^na^roMA^A,^ £

ADD-ON CARD DESIGN FOCUS

Refre^cTc^s:
519"31 " n" haVe UBl«™ interpretations during

MEMREF. Enabling of the Refresh line begins the Refresh

ADDRESS The Refresh Controller drives SA<7 . . o> with therefresh address; the other address lines areundefined.

MRDC* is enabled by the Refresh ControllerHEMR* will be enabled platform hardware.

S'^3 line
;f

are ignored by the RefreshController. They should not be driven by anyresource. J *

MRDC*

D<15 ..00>

SRDY*
MCS16* SnJrolleJ

3 ^ ^"^^ by the Refresh
IOCS16*

Q- 2 - 1 REFRESH CYCLES ... NORMAT, TYPB

The Normal type Refresh cycle begins by the Refresh mm-™i i

Iht cycle!
1 ° f tlme ^^ MRDC * iS Gnabled ^termines the length of
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8.2.2 REFRESH CYCLE8 ... READY TYPE

The Ready type Refresh cycle is executed by the Refresh Controller.
The Refresh Controller executes a Ready type access cycle if the
IOCHRDY signal is not enabled within a specific time of. the MRDC*
a line being enabled. The Refresh Controller continues to enable
the command line until the IOCHRDY signal line is enabled by all
memory resources; upon the enabling of IOCHRDY the Refresh
Controller disables the command line to complete the cycle.

The amount that the cycle is lengthened is a multiple of the bus
clock, even though none of the functions are synchronized to it.
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REFRESH*

A <7..0>

MRDC\
SMEMR*

I0CHRDY
|

1) The agent may exceed the maximum REFRESH" bold time
in order to conduct another refresh cycle.

2) The secondary requesting agent if the current bus owner
must tn-state the address and command signals pror D
driving REFRESH' - 1.

Figure 8.2 NORMAL & READY TYPE REFRESH CYCLE
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8 . 3 DMA TRANSFER CYCLES . . . INTRODOCTTON

The DMA Transfer cycle is unlike the access cycles executed byother bus owners. A DMA transfer cycle is run in response to aDREQ* line being enabled. The data size must be appropriate forthe DMA channel; channels 0-3 are defined for 8-bit transfers andchannels 5-7 are defined for 16-bit transfers. MCS16* and I0CS16*
are ignored by the DMA Controller but MCS16* is used by the dataswapper. Also, the SRDY* is ignored because the wait state typeof access cycle is not supported by DMA transfer cycles.

The DMA transfer cycles are only between memory and I/O resources
The address lines driven by the DMA Controller contain the address
of memory resource; there is no address specified for the I/Oresource. The actual transfer is fly-by in nature; the data sourceplaces the data on the bus at the same time the data destination
retrieves the data. The read and write command lines are enabled
as pairs to support the appropriate data direction for the sourceand destination. The read command line is enabled prior to thewrite command to ensure no buffer fights between the data buffersof the two resources.

A resource requests a DMA transfer by enabling the DRQ* line ofthe appropriate channel. Tf th*» Priwarv pptt i c k,-,*- ~,,„— *.i ,

ownership will be transferred to the DMA Controller. The DMAController notifies an I/O resource that it is part of the DMAtransfer by enabling the appropriate DACK* line. In that the valueof the address lines is for the memory resource, the I/O resourcemust provide and receive data based entirely on IOWC* IORC* andDACK*. ' '
ana

The DMA Transfer cycle begins by the DMA Controller enabling theDACK* line of the appropriate channel and AEN. The enabling of theAEN line indicates to all resources that the address and controllines will be driven by DMA Controller and not the Primary CPURefresh Controller, or add-on card. The appropriate command linesare enabled and the DMA Controller monitors the IOCHRDY.

NOTE
The data to be written to a memory or I/O resource during an accesscycle must be valid prior to the enabling of the write command
line. In a DMA transfer cycle, the data being written must bevalid prior to the disabling of the write command line.

8.3.1 DMA TRANSFER CYCLES ... NORMAL TYPE

The Normal type transfer cycle is executed by the DMA Controller
for 8- or 16-bit data size transfers. The DMA Controller enables
MRDC*, MWTC*, IORC*, and IOWC*. The accessed memory resource in
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response enables the IOCHRDY line within a specific time; otherwise
the cycle becomes a Ready type transfer cycle. The enabling of
IOCHRDY forces the DMA Controller to complete the cycle within in
a fixed period of time. The fixed period of time is a multiple of
the SYSCLK period even though it is not synchronized to it.

The length of time that MRDC*, MWTC*, IORC*, and IOWC* are enabled
determines the length of the cycle. The length of these* command
lines are also dependent on the data sizes for different address
spaces.

8.3.2 DMA TRANSFER CYCLES ... READY TYPE

The Ready type DMA transfer cycle type is executed by the DMA
Controller in the same fashion as the Normal type cycle. It is
distinguished from the Normal type in that the IOCHRDY signal i»
not enabled within a specific time of the command lines being
driven. The DMA Controller continues to enable the command line
until the IOCHRDY signal line is enabled by the I/O resource; upon
the enabling of IOCHRDY, the DMA Controller disable -j the command
line to complete the cycle.

The amount that the cycle is lengthened is a multiple of two SYSCLK
periods, even though none of the signals are synchronized to it.

NOTE
The address lines LA<23..17> during an access cycle must be latched
by the accessed resource. In a transfer cycle these address lines
are held valid for the entire transfer cycle.

CAUTION
The DMA channels that are to be used by add-on cards to obtain bus
nunorchin Tniict" Vio nrnrrraTHTno^- ^f •••——- — — ^..wg, -
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DRQn Note 4
M;K-H-:-:.K.K-K;:

DACKn*

D <19..0>, SBHE*
LA <23..17>

IORC*

MWTC*. IOWC*
MRDC*

D <15..0> £

IOCHRDY [

TC

AEN

18
Notei

X
<— 19

J

\
12-

M

13-

>a

/—\

\

PC
17

Note 2

y

/

X

XHEX
— 10

11-

Note3

Notes:

1) DREOi may be negated any »me after DACKn* during bloc*

mode DMA cycles.

2) IOCHRDY asserton c insert add.Bonal wat stales is optional

Additional bus wait stales are added in units o( t*o bus docks.

3) The DMA controller activates TC dunng the last transler of a
DMA request.

*) DMA transfers may be broken up mo multiple backto-back
cydes where The DMA controller temoves DACKn and
CCtonalty grves up the bus t> allow higher pnonty cycles D
occur In tr»s case DACK wiH be negated e/en rough DREQ
a nl asserted

NORMAL t READY TYPE

Figure 8.3 DMA TRANSFER CYCLES

15
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8.4 BUS OWNERSHIP CYCLE8

Any add-on card that has a 16-bit data size (i.e., installed into
an [8/16] slot) can become bus owner. An add-on board begins the
request to become bus owner by enabling the DRQ* line of a DMA
channel that has been programmed for the cascade mode. A DMA
channel programmed in the cascade mode assumes that all cycle
control is to be done externally by another resource; in this case,
an add-on card. The DMA Controller responds by enabling the
associated DACK* line; the add-on card in response enables the
SECMAST* line.

After enabling the SECMAST* line, the add-on card must wait a
minimum time before beginning an active access cycle.
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No»l

DRQn

DACKn*

MASTER*

AEN

LA <23..17>,
A <19..0>,

SBHE'

MRDC*. IORC*
MWTCV !OWr>

D <15..0>

NOTES:

1) DMA oonlo'.er

2) Add- in cud

Figure 8.4 BUS OWNERSHIP CYCLES
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9.0 BUS CYCLE TTMTwr. Ct>rf,

The following tables nmvirin «-v
cycles outlined in slcffon 8 All oTthf^ timi

.

ngs for the busmeasured at the connector of the rLmlro! -'fl in the tables arecolumn, a time of o - Uns ha- h«on "
,

listed at the top of eachsettling times for a si™ if, ° lnt
:
luded in the times to covercases a signal i- retuSSTio^^S^tS? bUS °m

' ln ^of the signal that the return*/^ V1*^ Was also the source
referenced signal must firs"^^^^9^ X

w
is referenced. Thesignal transverses the bus- in Th

rse the bus bef°re the returned
included in the times The'

st?tffna\ CaSeS
. ° " 22ns ha* Sinpossible time in theory; i?s u^ £"% .°* "° M is the minimi

dependent on which signal are being reference?
Calculatio"= is

MEM..*
i

td
gS
ME°^r occurT^f ^^ "TC * -d not MZMR* or MEMW*

relative MRDC* and°^Vw^T™ PrV™ *"* a ™**™ of*"^

Param

2

3

ASCRIPTION

(Times in NANOSECONDS)

BUS OWNER ACCESSED
RESOURCE

LA<23. .3 7> setup to BUSALE

BUSAT.F nnlco ,.,-i-j4-i_C-— •"»- KJ.ULU

LA<23..17> hold from BUSALE

5

6

LA<23..17> setup to 16-bit
memory command (l)

MCS16* valid from LA<23..17>

MCS16* hold from LA<23..17>
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Param

DESCRIPTION

(Times in NANOSECONDS)

uuou
f

BUS OWNER ACCESSED
RESOURCE

Min Max Min Max
7a

b

c

d

A<19..00> setup to 16-bit
memory command

A<19..00> setup to 16-bit I/O
or 8-bit command

3BHE* setup to 16-bit
memory command

SBHE* setup to 16-bit I/O or
8-bit command

39

102

49

112

28

91

38

101

8a

b

c
d

16-bit Normal or Ready RD/WR
memory command width

16-bit Normal or Ready RD/WR
I/O command width

16-bit SRDY RD/WR command width
8-bit Normal or Ready RD/WR

command width

250

187

125
530

239

176

114
519

9 A<19..00> setup to BUSALE 40 29
10a
b
c

d

16-bit memory read data access
16-bit I/O read data access
16-bit zero wait state read
aata access

8-bit read data access

209
132
70

489

187
110
48

467
11a
b
c

16-bit memory write data setup
16-bit I/o write data setup
8 -bit write data setup

-29
33
33

-40
22
22

12 A<19..00>, SBHE* hold from cmd 22 11
13a

b
16-bit command off time
8-oit command off time

125
187

114
176

14 Read data setup 40 62
15a

b
Read data hold
Write data hold 32 32

16 Cmd off to D<15..00> tri-state 30 30
17 SRDY* valid from command 40 18

_. 1 _ I
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NOTES

:

(1) LA<23-17> timing is th«
is not the Primary CPU

Param

DESCRIPTION

(Times in NANOSECONDS)

BUS (DWNER ACCESSED
RESOURCE

Min Max Min Max
18 IOCS16* valid from A<19..00> 126 90

19 IOCS16* hold from A<19..00>

20a
b

IOCHRDY low from 16-bit command
IOCHRDY low from 8-bit command

66
378

44
356

21 IOCHRDY active pulse width TCLK 15600 TCLK 15600
22 Command hold from IOCHRDY TCLK TCLK
23 BUSALE active from command high 50 61

24 Clock period (Tclk) 125 167 125 167

25 Data setup to IOCHRDY inactive -63

26

27

28

29

LA 17-23 hold to memory command
active

SRDY* pulse width

SRDY* setup to SYSCLK falling
edge

SRDY* hold from SYSCLK falling

41

125

30

125

10

20

' u,,,c Qa «<j.»..uu> wnen the bus owner
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Table 9.0.2 REFRESH CYCLES

Param

DESCRIPTION

(Times in NANOSECONDS)

REFRESH
CONTROLLER

ADD-ON
CARD

Min Max Min Max

1 MRDC*/MRDC* active pulse width 25.0 239

2 A<07..00> setup to MRDC* 125 114

3 A<07..00> hold from MRDC* 10 21

4 IOCHRDY low from MRDC*/MRDC* 81 59

5 MRDC* inactive from IOCHRDY 125 250 125 261

6 MEMREF* setup to MRDC* 250 239

7 MEMREF* hold from MRDC* (1) 125 250 125 211

8 A<07..00> & MRDC* tri-state
from MRDC* disabled

TCLK

9 IOCHRDY pulse width TCLK TCLK

10 Add-on cards or Primary CPU
ownership delay after MEMREF*

2TCLK 2TCLK

Notes:
(1) MEMREF* may be asserted exceeding the maximum hold time in

order to conduct multiple refresh cycles.
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Table 9.0.3 DMA CYCLES

Param

DESCRIPTION

(Times in NANOSECONDS)

ADD-ON
CARD AS
SOURCE

or
DMA CONT.

ADD-ON
CARD AS
DESTIN

.

Min Max Min Max

1 DACKn*, AEN setup to IORC*,IOWC* 145 134

2 Address setup to memory command 102 91

3a
b

IORC* setup to MWTC*
MRDC* setup to IOWC*

235 224

4a
b

Data access from IORC* (1)
Data access from MRDC* (1)

230
261

241
272

5a
b

Data setup to MWTC* enabled
Data setup to IOWC* enabled

-21
-214

6 Read cmd hold from write cmd off 50 39

7 Address hold from cmd off 50 39

8 Data hold from read command (1) 11

9 IOCHRDY low from memory cmd. (1) 125 aO

10 Term count setup to cmd enable -60 60 -49 49

11 Term count hold from cmd disable -60 60 -49 49

12a
b

TORC* mil co t.HrH-V.

MRDC* pulse width
f \JKJ

450

r r\ r\DOS
439

13a
b

IOWC* pulse width
MWTC* pulse width

400
650

389
639

14 DACKn* hold from command off 60 49

15 AEN hold from command off 60 49

16 DRQn inactive from I/O command 119 141

17 IOCHRDY low pulse width TCLK TCLK

NOTE:
(1) Not DMA Controller but add-on card
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10.0 SLOT ATTRIBUTES

10 •* 8LOT PTN ASSIGNMKWTg

rec
e
llvf„

e

g ^eP
,

in
crt

S
49nc",oe„

n
n
t
e
S
ct
1

or°s
Wn9^ °nt° th* **'<*•» «**

62-pin [8] upper connector:

Table lo.i.o ptm rssignmbwtb

SIGNAL PIN

<TOP>
Ground
RSTDEV
+ 5 V
IRQ09
-5 V
DRQ2

- 12 V
SRDY
+ 12 V
Ground
MEMW*
MEMR*
Iowe*
IORC*
DACK3 *

DRQ3
DACK1*
DRQ1
MEMREF*
SYSCLK
IRQ07
IRQ06
IRQ05
IRQ04
IRQ03
DACK2*
TC
BUSALE
+ 5 V
840SC
Ground
<BOTTOM>

Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

Bll
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20
B21
B22
B23
B24
B25

PIN SIGNAL

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
/i-LU

All
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A2
A21
A22
A2 3

A24
A25

B2 6 A26
B2 7 A27
B28 A28
B29 A29
B30 A30
B31 A31

IOCHCK*
D07
D06
DO 5
D04
D03
D02
D01
D00
IGCHRDY*
AEN
A19
A18
A17
A16
A15
A14
A13
A12
All
A10
A09
A08
A07
A06
A05
A04
A03
A02
A01
A00
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36-pin [8/16] lower connector:

SIGNAL PIN PIN SIGNAL

<TOP>
MCS16* Dl CI SBHE*
I0CS16* D2 C2 LA23
IRQ10 D3 C3 LA22
IRQ11 D4 C4 LA21
IRQ12 D5 C5 LA20
IRQ15 D6 C6 LA19
IRQ14 D7 C7 LA18

"" DACKO* D8 C8 LA17
DRQO D9 C9 MRDC*
DACK5* D10 CIO MWTC*
DRQ5 Dll Cll D08
DACKfi* D12 C12 D09
DRQ6 D13 C13 D10
DACK7* D14 C14 Dll
DRQ7 D15 C15 D12

+ 5 V D16 C16 D13
SECMAST* D17 C17 D14
Ground D18 C18 D15
<BOTTOM>

1
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10.2 SIGNAL ELECTRICAL DEFINITIONS

Abbreviations used to describe the electrical characteristics of
the Intel ISA bus are listed below.

TRI Tri-state driver. A driver capable of three states: active
high, active low, and off.

oc

NOTE

Open collector driver. A driver capable of two states:
active low, and off.

TTL Totem pole driver. A driver capable of two states: active
high, and active low.

lih High-Itvel input current. The current into (*) an input when
a high-level voltage is applied to that input.

Iil Low-level input current. The current into (*) an input when
a low-level voltage is applied to the input.

Ioh High-level output current. The current into (*) an output
with input conditions applied that, according to the device's
spec, will establish a high level at the output.

Iol Low-level output current. The current into (*) an output
with input conditions applied that, according to the device's
spec, will establish a low level at the output.

Iozh Off-ctace (high-impedance state) output current (of a tri-
state output) with high level voltage applied. The current
flowing into (*) an output having tri-state capability with
input conditions established that, according to the device's
spec, will establish the high-impedance state at the output
and with a high-level voltage applied to the output.

Iozl Off-state (high-impedance state) output current (of a tri-
state output) with low level voltage applied. The current
flowing into (*) an output having tri-state capability with
input conditions established that, according to the device's
spec, will establish the high-impedance state at the output
and with a low-level voltage applied to the output.

: By convention, current flow into a device terminal is signed
positive, while that flowing out of a device terminal is
signed negative.

Vih High-level input voltage. An input voltage within the more
positive of the two ranges used to represent the binary
variables ON and OFF. A minimum is specified that is the
least positive value of Vih for which proper operation of the
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Vil

Voh

Vol

logic device (within its spec limits) is guaranteed.

Low-level input voltage. An input voltage within the less
positive of the two ranges used to represent the binary
variables ON and OFF. A maximum is specified that is the
most positive value of Vil for which proper operation of the
logic device (within its spec limits) is guaranteed.

High-level output voltage. The voltage at an output terminal
with input conditions applied that, according to the device's
spec, will establish a high level at the output.

Low-level output voltage. The voltage at an output terminal
with input conditions applied that, according to the device's
spec, will establish a low level at the output.

10.3 PUS 8IGNAL VOLTAGE & CURRENT LEVELS

There are three types of drivers/receivers used in the Intel ISAbus: TTL, Tristate (TRI) , and Open Collector (OC) . The TTLdevices must be of fixed direction; either input or output.
TRISTATE devices can be either input or output at different times,
and can also be of a high impedance (Tristate) . The currents
listed in Table 10.3 are speced per card slot.

TTL (1)
DRIVER RECEIVER

TRISTATE (1)
DRIVER RECEIVER TRI

O.C. (1)
DRIVER

T\l
lih

-.8
.04

-.8 -.4
.04 .04

-.4 (2)
.02 (2)

lol
Ioh

24
-3 -3

24 - .4
-3 - -.04

24

(3)

Table 10.3 VOLTAGE & CURRENT

NOTE:
(1) Voh= 2.4 Vih= 2.7

Vol- .5 Vil= .4
The entries in the table are in MILLIAMPS.
The •-" sign in front of a number indicates that current is
flowing out of the add-on card into the connector on the
backplane.

(2) An open collector signal line may have TTL input attached to
it.

(3) The Ioh of an open collector leakage current of each slot roust
be less than .4 milliamps.
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10.4 ADDITIONAL ADD-ON CARD DRIVER & RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS

The design of the add-on cards require additional driver and
receiver considerations than those specified in Table 10.3. The
additional requirements are:

Signal Stub Length: The signal stub length on an add-on card is
defined as the length of the longest trace from the connector pin
to any bus signal driver or receiver in that net. The maximum stub
length allowed is 2.5 inches.

Driver Rise & Fall Times: To minimize crosstalk between signals and
bus reflections, the driver rise/ fall rates must be greater than
3ns; only LS or ALS devices are allowed. Faster parts such as F
and AS cannot be used to drive the bus.

Capacitive Loads per Signal Line: 15 pF maximum capacitive load per
signal per slot. This capacitive load rating includes all drivers
and receivers connected to the signal pin, plus all trace
capacitance used in the signal pin's on-adapter net.

Signal terminations: None are allowed; all are provided by the
Intel platform.
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10. S BACKPLANE RESISTORS

The backplane has two types of resistors. One type is a pull-up
which is attached from the signal line to +5 volts. The second
type is a series resistance placed at one end of the signal line
backplane. Table 10.5 lists the values of these two types; some
lines do not have a resistor of either type.

LINE PULL-UP SERIES

IOCHCK* 4.7K w
IOCHRDY 1.0K —
IOCS16* 300 —
IORC* 4.7K 22
Iowe* 4.7K 22
SECMAST* 300 —
MCS16* 300 —
MRDC* 4.7K 22
MWTC* 4.7K 22
840SC - 22
MEMMEMREF* 300 —
MEMR* 4.7K 22
MEMW* 4.7K 22
SYSCLK - 27
SRDY* 300

Table 5.0.5 BACKPLANE RESISTORS
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11.0 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION

The mechanical specifications for the Intel ISA bus standard arelimited to requirements for the add-on card.

11 '1 ADD-ON CARD CONNECTOR-SET SPECIFICATION

This section describes the physical and electrical requirements ofrne platform's set of connectors implementing the Intel ISA bus.

The add-on connectors are male card-edge connectors with 0.100 inchcontact spacing; PC mounted.

The platform implementation of the Intel ISA bus can support up to
S3 «o

S "- A11 slots are on * 8 inch enters. Seven of these slotsoffer 98-pm connections via one monolithic (62 + 36 pin) connectorand support 16-bit data transfers; one slot offers only a 62-pinconnection via one monolithic connector and supports iust 8-bitdata-transfers. J 1L

The physical characteristics of the connectors are:

98-pin connector:
Intel part number 108768-049
Intel-approved manufacturers:
AMP: #645169-3
TI: #H421023-52-2

62-pin connector:
-Intel part number 108298-031
Intel-approved manufacturers:

AMP: #6530843-5
TI: #H421021-31-3 & H421023-31-3
Viking: #3VT31/9JNK12 & 3VT31/2JNK12

Outline drawings follow.
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12.0 ADD-ON CARDS SIZES AND DIMENSIONS

This section lists and defines the mechanical specifications with
which a designer must be concerned to ensure that add-on cards will
be dimensionally compatible to the Intel ISA bus as implemented.

NOTE
The designer should consult the manufacturer of the enclosure in
which the add-on card is to be housed to get air flow, ambient
temperature, and other data.

12.1 DEPTH & SIZE

The maximum size for an adapter card is 4.20 inches by 13.12
inches; these outside measurements include the edge connector.

The board thickr.ess spec is: 0.062 +/- 0.008 inches.

An outline drawing of the maximally-sized and maximally-pinned (16-
bit data transfers using all 98 bus pins) follows.

Smaller-sized and smaller-pinned (62 pins for 8-bit data transfers)
cards can be used, so long as two sets of dimensions are met:

1) The specified lower edge pinning dimensions of this
specification.

*• i *"fi sduitionai specifications of the enclosure chosen; this
detail is outside the scope of this specification.

CAUTION
"Drop" card form factors also exist; their definition and use is
outside the scope of this specification, since both definition and
use are motherboard (Primary CPU) specific; Intel does not
encourage the use of these form factors.
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12.2 SPACING & THICKNESS

The following guidelines should be followed if the designer wishes
to occupy only one (1) slot without touching either an adjacent
add-on card or parts of the platform.

The ten connectors are mounted on 0.8 inch centers. The existence
of "dead areas" to the right and left of the "field" of connectors
is platform-dependent (and thus outside the scope of this
specification) ; nevertheless each add-on card is entitled to a
"thickness footprint" computed thus:

Add-on card attributes:

(1) Board Thickness: 0.062 +/~ 0.008 inches.

(2) Component Lead Length: 0.071 inches (max).

(3) Board Warpage: Board warpage, the deviation of the board
from the plane which the card ends define, must not exceed
0.050 inches when the board edge and motherboard connector
are engaged.

(4) Component Height: 0.40 inches (max)

.

Implied footprint: 0.641 inches

±kj nyia ^Limciiy biuej 01 tue ggnnector ceniernne:
0.035 Half board thickness (max)
0.400 Component height
0. 050 100% warpage allowance
0.485 inches

To left (secondary side) of the connector centerline:
0.035 Half board thickness (max)
0.071 Lead lenath— - - - ^

0. 050 100% warpage allowance
0.156 inches


